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Section 1 - Introduction

Introduction
Section 1 - Event Information

For almost two decades, UNICEF Report Cards have measured and reported
on the state of child and youth well-being in wealthy countries. Canada
ranks 25th among the world’s 41 richest countries in overall child and
youth well-being—a middle position that has not improved in over 10 years.
Canada ranks poorly in measurements of overall health, levels of violence
and poverty, healthy relationships and young people’s own sense of life
satisfaction, with growing income inequality playinga big role. This helps
to explain why some children do not feel a strong sense of belonging
among theirpeers, in their families, at school or in broader Canadian society.
To tackle this complex challenge, UNICEF Canada partnered with The Boys and Girls Clubs
of Canada and YMCA Canada to host five Change Summits in communities across Canada
in 2019. The Change Summit was a call-to-action in communities to come together and
co-create solutions to improve child and youth well-being, with a focus on belonging.
At the Change Summits, our goals were to bring young people and their communities
together to create new, innovative solutions that were relevant to them, grow communities
of impact across Canada on issues of child and youth well-being, amplify the voices of
young people to influence key decision-makers in their communities, and build the skills
and abilities of young people to have greater agency in their own lives and community
through human-centred design.

In this report, you will find an overview of the Change Summits,
the Youth-Centred Design (YCD) process, prototypes that were
co-developed by youth and adults, what we learned,
and recommendations.
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Section 1 - Introduction

Executive Summary
Section 1 - Event Information

Overview
Change Summits brought together young people and adult allies to explore
the challenges youth face in their communities related to their sense of
belonging, and co-create solutions to improve child and youth well-being
in their communities. The Change Summits took place over two days in
five cities across Canada:
Location

Date (2019)

Moncton, New Brunswick

April 24–25

Whitehorse, Yukon Territory

May 6–7

Montréal, Quebec

May 27–28

Ottawa, Ontario

June 15–16

Calgary, Alberta

September 25–26

As defined in the UNICEF Canada’s Canadian Index of Child and
Youth Well-being, BELONGING for children and youth means: feeling
loved, supported and connected to family, friends, teachers, people
in the community and for many, pets. Too many young people in
Canada lack healthy relationships, causing or worsening trauma,
stress, poverty and other factors that affect their sense of belonging.

UNICEF One Youth Change Summit 2019
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Design is a creative approach to problem solving that
guides participants through a step-by-step process
to create solutions to complex challenges. YouthCentred Design (YCD) is about bringing those who are
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Design
Thinking
Process

experiencing the problem—in this case, young people
—into the centre of creating solutions. Young people
are experts in their own lives and engaging them in
the process is fundamental in order to develop
solutions that will work for them.
We guided participants through the stages of the
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Youth-Centred Design cycle. We created a safe space,
defined challenges, researched to dig deeper, ideated
and prototyped solutions to these challenges, and
tested prototypes by getting feedback.
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Prototypes to Improve Belonging
At the end of the five Change Summits, a total of 27 different
prototypes were developed. Prototypes are solutions to improve
various aspects of belonging, including home and shelter, identity
and ability, language communities, and pets. The prototypes
displayed creative solutions to some of these challenges, including
apps that bring together newcomer communities, wearable
technology to improve mental well-being and connection with
others, and community spaces centred on land sustainability
practices. The prototypes were created in collaboration and are the
products of the design process.

Learnings from the Change Summits
The Change Summits allowed us to hear from youth in different
communities across Canada. Each city and every individualtold
different stories about belonging—the challenges in their
community, their families, peer groups, and the world around
them. As we listened in different ways and reflected throughout the
process, we created themes around belonging in the lives of children
and youth across Canada.

Recommendations
The recommendations in this report describe best practices from
the One Youth team. These recommendations aren’t meant to be
prescriptive, but we hope that they can build into what you already
know and spark new ideas as you continue reading.

UNICEF One Youth Change Summit 2019
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The Youth-Centred
Design Process
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Section 2 - The Youth-Centred Design Process

Methodology
We’ve taken the concept of Human-Centred Design (HCD)—
commonly referred to as design thinking—and put the focus
on youth. As we created Youth-Centred Design (YCD), we took
some of the best practices of Human-Centred Design and
combined it with our expertise in working with young people.
By including more voices of children, youth and adults in the
process of design, we are better able to create solutions that
work for the young people who need them.
One of the key characteristics in YCD is the focus on and extra
step of creating a safe space. In creating interventions in the
lives of children and youth, we need them at the design table
in order for our outcomes to be meaningful, effective and
enduring. However, what we know from our work is that
young people face barriers to participation in decision-making
through cultural mindsets that dismiss their input, creativity
and knowledge. By having an explicit step in YCD about creating
a safe space, we can better ensure that young people are heard
and feel comfortable participating.

UNICEF One Youth Change Summit 2019
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Key Activities
Section 1 - Event Information
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Generating

Creating

Ideas

Personas

Create a Safe Space
Build a space for equitable participation for young people.
Community Building Activities: From start to finish, every

participants to create guidelines for how they wanted

Summit had community building activities and games

to work together during our time together. This activity

that would help young people and adults get to know

allowed participants to voice the ways that made them feel

each other. These activities gave participants the space

safe in order for them to participate as they wanted to.

to get to know each other, laugh together and have fun.
One of the most popular community building activities
was Evolution—a rock, paper, scissors competition
where participants had the opportunity to evolve from an
Amoeba to an Egg, Chicken, Crocodile and Superhuman.

The Community Meal Challenge for Adults: We played a
role-playing game with adults that mirrored the process
of creating a community meal as a non-profit. The game
was developed by the One Youth team to help adult allies
reflect on the value of engaging young people, what it

Co-creating Guidelines: The Change Summit team shared

means to work with young people, and to ensure that we

initial guidelines of how we ask each other to show-up

created a safe space during the Summits.

during the event. Then, we facilitated a process that asked
10
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Define

Prototype

Describe the problem as we currently understand it.

Make something in order to make it better.

Gallery Walk: What is Belonging? We took the larger

Building prototypes: Using materials like coloured paper,

definition of belonging, separated it into smaller aspects

glue, page templates, popsicle sticks and pipe-cleaners,

of belonging, like relationships with family, and created

design and prototyping teams gave form to their abstract

posters for them. Using the posters as reference, we

ideas. They drew, sculpted and acted out how their ideas

invited participants to share some of the positive and/or

could function for young people to improve their sense

challenging experiences they faced using post-it notes.

of belonging. They built their prototype as a way to

The gallery walk helped participants think more deeply

communicate their ideas in order to get useful feedback.

about belonging and why it was important for them.

For a further description of this activity, go to page [0000].

This activity also helped organize participants into
design teams to focus on creating solutions for a
particular area of belonging.

Research
Learn more about the background of our problem.
Creating Personas with Youth: We guided youth
participants through the process of creating imaginary
profiles of people based on the real needs and stories of
youth during the Summits. Each of these profiles is made
of randomized data and stories from youth participants—
their history and background in their city, moments in
their lives when they felt challenged in their belonging,
and the needs that they live with. These personas
are used to centre the voices of real young people as
participants create prototypes. For a further description
of this activity, go to page [0000].

Test
Ask people’s feedback in order to improve or validate
what we have designed.
Prototype Showcase and Feedback: We invited guests
from political leaders to media to see the work that
participants had put in over the course of the Summit.
They were also able to provide constructive feedback
from an outside perspective to participants about what
they liked and new ideas about the prototypes.
Moving to Action & Postcards: At the end of the
Summits, we guided participants through an exercise
that helped them think about what it meant to create
positive change. Using a framework, participants
generated ideas on ways to create positive change on
an individual level, a community level and the supports
they need from government to make some of those

Ideation

changes. From there, participants joined in on a postcard

Generate possibilities for solutions.

can shape the belonging of children and youth in their

campaign to reach out to local leaders about how they
cities, provinces and territories, and the country. The

Generating Ideas and Dot-Voting: We guided design

calls-to-action participants wrote about were inspired

and prototyping teams through an exercise to generate

by the events of the Change Summits.

as many ideas that would help their personas with an
aspect of belonging. After generating all these ideas,
we used a dot-voting process to narrow down the ideas
that they wanted to carry forward into the prototyping
phase. By having an intentional activity for generating
ideas, participants were able to practice their creativity
and decision-making skills while doing so in a way that
allowed participants to be heard.

UNICEF One Youth Change Summit 2019
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Section 3 - Prototypes to Improve Belonging

During the prototyping stage of the Change Summit, we brought
out the pipe-cleaners, scissors, glue and colourful paper!
From the gallery walk activity, participants self-organized into
prototyping teams based on the aspect of belonging they wanted to
build a solution around. Change Summit participants had the chance
to choose which aspects of belonging they wanted to change and
impact, demonstrating their affinity with that aspect.
From there, teams came up with many different ideas based on the
needs of youth in the room (using the tool of personas), narrowed these
ideas down, and created initial versions of a possible solution. While
some of the prototypes approached the challenge space of belonging
at a surface level, others approached the challenge at structural levels.
As we take a closer look at some of these prototypes, we hope you
begin to see that approaching this large, complex challenge requires
all solutions at all levels. Youth and adults from across the Change
Summits came up with a total of 27 unique solutions to different
aspects of belonging.

Participants worked hard and creatively to get to these prototypes. As part of the process,
each prototyping team signed an intellectual property agreement to help protect the
copyright of their ideas. If you or your organization is interested in supporting these
prototypes, please contact the Youth Participation Lead at UNICEF Canada.
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Why Prototypes

Developing a Persona

Sometimes great ideas can stay stuck in our heads—

Name and Profile Picture

prototypes help to bring those ideas into a form that
people can see, touch, and hear in order to get better
feedback on these ideas. Putting these prototypes
together condenses our abstract ideas into tangible
forms and helps teams prioritize features and aspects of
the solution. As objects for communication, prototypes
help teams get to a collaborative and aligned image for
how a solution actually operates in the world.

Participants named their persona and gave them an
age. They also drew what their persona might look like.
Context Stories
Context stories provide a snapshot into the life of a
persona—their key motivations in life, what’s important
to them and the activities of their daily life.
Scenario Statements
Scenario statements describe a specific moment or event

Grounding our Prototypes
with Personas

that is related to the problem we are trying to improve.
Needs Statements
Needs statements describe what a person was trying

As you read through the examples of prototypes, you’ll

to fulfill during a given scenario or event.

notice that most prototyping teams used their persona
as a way to ground their solutions. An essential part
of Youth-Centred Design is creating solutions that are
meaningful to the people facing challenges. Personas
help us to ensure that the specific stories that youth
participants shared are actually being listened to and
designed for in a meaningful way.

Types of Prototypes
Across Change Summits, participants generated
a variety of possible solutions for their challenges to
belonging—from community spaces integrated with
artificial intelligence to mobile apps that help young

The Process

people navigate their life goals.
We have categorized the prototypes as follows:

Young people created personas by responding to
different prompts that asked them about their Context,
a Scenario about belonging, and Needs. Once youth
participants answered those prompts on sticky notes,
both youth and adult participants randomly selected
different traits, drew a profile image, named and aged
their persona.

1) Organizations and Community Groups
2) Mobile Apps
3) Mobile-based Social Networks
4) Spaces
5) Things
6) Programs and Policy

UNICEF One Youth Change Summit 2019
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Organizations and
Community Groups
These prototypes describe potential ways that groups of people can
come together to address different challenges related to belonging.
Prototyping teams outlined different elements of how these groups
would operate, the activities they would do together, the audiences
for these groups, and how it would benefit the well-being of young
people. Some of the challenges these groups decided to approach
include fostering well-being for 2SLGBTQ+ youth, developing skills
for adulthood and creating connections with land and the earth.

NCAC (Natural Connection and
Clean Up) by Morgan, Tyler, Luddia,
Mekayla, Gerry, Rhys, Riely, Elena
Location: Moncton
An organization to connect young
people with land and nature
through gatherings, technology and
education with a goal to prevent
pollution and create care for earth
and land.

EXAMPLE
Prototype

Pride Club

Members

Anastazia, Olivia R., Caroline

Location

Montréal, QC

Persona

• Mike is fifteen years old, lives with his family.

Description

OTHER EXAMPLES
OF PROTOTYPES
DEVELOPED INCLUDE

His sister is transgender.
• He felt like he didn’t belong when his friends told

Life Skills Community Group by
Jean Michel, Heba, Kinda, Aya,
Mohammad, Amer
Location: Ottawa
A community group that brings
together newcomers to teach
life and jobs skills, aggregate
job opportunities from different
sources, and use app technology
to keep members connected with
one another.

him he couldn’t play a game with them because he
wasn’t cool enough.
• He needs support from his parents, positivity and
kindness, and food to eat.
How might we

How might we help Mike with belonging in the
2SLGBTQ+ community?

Prototype

A school club that fosters connection with 2SLGBTQ+

Description

youth, provides education to school communities,
and creates space for collective action for the political
rights for 2SLGBTQ+ people through petitions,
protests and event days.

16

2SLGBTQ+ Mental Illness within
a Youth Group by Samantha, Reese,
Lindsey, Jodi
Location: Moncton
A youth group that intentionally
discusses the intersections of mental
health and 2SLGBTQ+ identity, and
educates parents and the public to
better support these issues.

Section 3 - Prototypes to Improve Belonging
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Mobile Apps
These prototypes describe mobile apps that focus on building the
capacity of young people. Participants thought about the different
ways mobile apps can help guide young people throughout different
stages of personal development and through the challenges in
their lives. These challenges include navigating mental health and
understanding self-identity. Many of these apps also have features
that connect young people with local resources.

EXAMPLE

OTHER EXAMPLES
OF PROTOTYPES
DEVELOPED INCLUDE
IDentify by Sultan, Hiba, Samer
Location: Ottawa
An app that provides online access
to trained therapists for people living
with societal challenges because
of their identities. It also provides
instructional health activities like
yoga and breathing to improve the
well-being of people on the app.

Prototype

Splooge

Find Your Quest by Brandy, Sierra, Matt
Location: Calgary

Members

Tamika, Caleb, Kaylee, Raven

Location

Whitehorse, YT

Persona

• G
 eorge is 14 years old and he immigrated to

An app that interacts with navigation
technology that provides young
people with prompts for different
activities to try out—it functions
like Pokemon Go. You receive
awards based on life activities like
connecting with a counsellor, making
a friend or learning something new.

Description

Whitehorse from another country. He is emotionally
distant from his parents but close to his siblings.
• He experiences bullying but has very little support
—he feels isolated.
• George needs someone to listen to him and help him
with his problems, as well as access to resources.

How might we

How might we help George get the support he needs?

Prototype

An app that connects young people with

Description

professionals—like counsellors and support
workers—and designates safe people to talk to
through a liking system.

Monster-tastic Land App
by Olivia D., Emily
Location: Montréal
An app that lets kids create and
interact with a digital monster—the
monster functions as a means of
connection for isolated or bullied
youth and fosters connection to
other youth.
K.I.T. (Keep In Touch) by Noah, Ellison,
Connor, Shadrack, Nicole, Brock
Location: Moncton
An app and communication
technology that connect family
members through shared games
and video, provide counselling
support for members dealing with
loneliness—it also runs on a secure
wireless network.
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IMAGE OF SPLOOGE PROTOTYPE
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Mobile-based
Social Networks
The prototypes in this category describe mobile apps that have
a strong focus to connect youth with other people. While these
prototyping teams worked on meeting the needs of their local
communities, the prototypes used those needs as starting points
for human connection. Some of these prototypes describe ways
that young people can create new social networks and communities
through shared language learning activities, shared connection in
housing, and even shared activities with local pets and animals.

Paw Pals by Tamika, Caleb,
Kaylee, Raven
Location: Whitehorse
An app that connects young people
who are lonely to form friendships
with each other through their mutual
interest in caring for animals. The
app has features like live chat,
service offers and trading, meeting
animal breeders and merchandise.

EXAMPLE
Prototype

WELLcome

Members

Ruth, Marwa, Jade, Vitória, Kirtsten, Lily, Érika

Location

Moncton, NB

Prototype

An app and social network to connect newcomer

Description

youth with locals to get involved in the community,
learn more about upcoming events, and to share
culture and traditions with those in the network.

How might we

OTHER EXAMPLES
OF PROTOTYPES
DEVELOPED INCLUDE

How might we bring awareness to locals about
different cultures in order to have a welcoming
community for newcomer youth in Moncton/Dieppe?

Hestia App by Alice, Bailey,
Wafa, Chancye
Location: Ottawa
An app that helps people find
affordable permanent or temporary
housing that runs on a volunteer
network—the network allows
volunteers to offer their homes
for shelter or help others find
opportunities.
Universal Language Learner by
Melanie, Joulian, Yvan, Khaled,
Ahmed, Rayan
Location: Ottawa
An app that helps people in different
language communities connect on
local and global levels, and provides
tutoring for people learning new
languages to make friends.
YYC Plugged-in
by Sandra, Angela, Alleana
Location: Calgary
An app that creates a social network
of youth focused events and young
people to connect. It highlights
development opportunities for its
profile users—it shows community
updates, relevant programs and helps
young people define their goals.
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Spaces
The prototypes in this category described possible solutions in
belonging through shaping and creating physical spaces. Prototyping
groups thought about how the spaces in their city can be used to
create a sense of belonging that is particular to their location. Some
of these prototypes considered how technology can be used in
collaboration with natural areas, others considered how pre-existing
buildings and spaces can be restructured and reprogrammed to
meet the needs of young people, and another considered how
a pop-up space can foster a sense of belonging.

Fireweed Place by Paris, Ira,
Stephanie, Annie
Location: Whitehorse
A community living subdivision
that provides affordable housing to
different sized families, promotes
healthy and sustainable living,
and intentionally bridges urban
and natural areas in Whitehorse.
Jordan’s Utopia by Joe, Arianna,
Richard, Angela
Location: Whitehorse

EXAMPLE
Prototype

Freedom Bus

Members

Alexia, Edwine, Sherry, Chyenne

Location

Calgary, AB

Persona

• G
 ary is 16 years old and values creating a safe space

Description

OTHER EXAMPLES
OF PROTOTYPES
DEVELOPED INCLUDE

with family, making sure he is healthy, and having

A centre for Jordan and their family
to live in that also functions as a
place for youth to build skills like
carpentry and life skills. It also
features a network of AI technology
that cares for the centre and
generates income through online
platforms like patreon, youtube and
cryptocurrencies like bitcoin.

the materials he needs to be successful.
• H
 e feels that he belongs when he is acknowledged
by family, friends, clubs, and/or teams.
• G
 ary needs to feel heard by the adults in his life.
He needs advice from trusted figures, a space to
gather with friends, and help with feeling welcome
in Calgary.
How might we

How might we help Gary with freedom to be themself?

Prototype

A mobile bus that travels around Calgary, providing

Description

youth with safe space. It includes activity areas for
games and relaxing, spaces for people to connect
through structured prompts, as well as therapeutic
services like therapy animals.
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The Journey by Alexander, Reeana
Location: Calgary
A multipurpose, physical and digital
community space that centres around
the needs of young people. It includes
features such as indoor natural
areas and gardens, spaces for civil
discussion and collaboration, material
resources like clothing and food, etc.
W.O.O.F.F (Wellness Oriented
Organization For Families) by
Christina, Kayla, Ava, Connor, Joey,
Felix, Isha, Karen, Linda
Location: Montréal
A community centre and program
that uses connection with animals to
help reconcile families. There would
be programs to develop life skills
and gain job/volunteer experience
working with animals.

Section 3 - Prototypes to Improve Belonging
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Things
These prototypes describe products, objects and pieces of
technology that help young people with different aspects of their
belonging. While prototyping teams generated ideas for how these
things looked, they also considered how these things can connect
young people with resources, build into their personal development
and connect them with others. These things include wearable
technology to improve mental well-being, a guided journal for
mental health, a board game to foster family connection and a kit
comprising tools to help newcomer youth connect with their city.

Prototype

Boost Watch

Members

Kamar, Meïssen, Wilsan, Jacques

Location

Ottawa, ON

Persona

• G
 eorge is 16. He lives in a house near the forest with
his mother, 2 siblings, and nephew. George likes
basketball, music, and debating.
• G
 eorge feels like he belongs to the community when
he helps other students.
• Some of his needs include: learning to ensure
a successful future, time to play and forget the 		
hard stuff, help from others, and he needs to see the
graveyard of someone important to him.

How might we

How might we help George with being free to be himself?

Prototype

A watch with additional features like pushing

Description

compliments and “boosts” to the wearer every hour,
connecting with other boost watch wearers and
providing counsel and support for the challenges
the wearer might face.

24

Express Yourself by Alison, Allei,
Chloe, Brya
Location: Moncton
A group centred around a
journal that helps young people
communicate emotions, cope in
difficult times, practise mental
health strategies and reflect on
their own experiences.
The Welcome Kit by Donniella,
Ines, Tasnim, Amel, Lisa
Location: Ottawa

EXAMPLE

Description

OTHER EXAMPLES
OF PROTOTYPES
DEVELOPED INCLUDE

A physical and digital kit that helps
newcomer youth feel welcome in
their new environment through
local activities and events, a local
map, supplies and gifts from local
organizations and connection with
a mentor.
Colour Connect by Fatima,
Sehaab, Christian
Location: Calgary
A board game and playing space
to connect family members
with activity cards that prompt
collaborative challenges, discussions
on family history and meaningful
moments. It is usable for all ages,
spurs laughter and is a way for
people to have fun.

Section 3 - Prototypes to Improve Belonging
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Programs & Policy
The prototypes in this category describe possible programs and
policy that existing organizations can implement to help young
people with their sense of belonging. Prototyping teams considered
the roles and organizations that are already in their lives, like school
and work, and thought about new ways to engage with young
people. Some of these prototypes describe a step-by-step process
for engaging with students, event campaigns within schools, and
even a policy describing sustainable housing.

OTHER EXAMPLES
OF PROTOTYPES
DEVELOPED INCLUDE
The New Green Housing Bill by
Sinda, Jemila, Asa
Location: Ottawa
A policy to regulate the housing
market and city resources in order
to create affordable and sustainable
options for living.
Calgary Culture Night by Seth,
Azita, Amarhjit

EXAMPLE

Location: Calgary

Prototype

Student Orientation

Members

Naj, Nick, Ashley

Location

Calgary, AB

Persona

• K
 yma is 15 years old. Their parents and brother

Description

are important to them. Kyma lives on their own
in a basement apartment and likes to go to school,
cook and play video games.
• They felt like they belong when they switched to
a new school and started to make new friends.
• Kyma needs to feel belonging in their family and
to learn not to argue with their parents. They need
to feel confident.

How might we

How might we help Kyma with systems and institutions?

Prototype

A step-by-step and collaborative program that helps

Description

youth transitioning to new schools by connecting them
with mentors, leadership and peers. It also advocates
for the needs of new students and creates a sense
of belonging.

26

A cultural event that happens in
schools that showcases panels,
talks about place and land, and
allows various cultural groups to
demonstrate their celebrations and
practices together. The prototype
describes ways to use the space
with different activities.
It’s Our Education by Meagan,
Melanie, Ryley, Alamaiya
Location: Calgary
An event/campaign that happens
across schools in Calgary to create
open dialogue between students and
teachers. A specialized question box
prompts students to ask teachers
about student-teacher relationships,
curriculum and interactive learning.

Section 3 - Prototypes to Improve Belonging
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“It is possible—and easier
than you think—to actually
go from ideas to action.”
– ADULT PARTICIPANT, OTTAWA

28

Section 4

Learnings from
the Change Summit
The following section presents four major
learnings from the Change Summits.

UNICEF One Youth Change Summit 2019
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LEARNING

1

Belonging is complex
While belonging can be a tough and complex challenge,

Young people also told us it was also important to

we learned from youth in the Change Summits,

consider how their context—the places they lived, went

belonging is both the same and different across Canada.

to school and spent their time—affected their sense of
belonging. These differences shaped how young people

From the Index, we knew that meaningful relationships

experienced belonging. For example, a young person

helped young people feel a sense of belonging—

living in a city close to natural areas like Whitehorse

relationships with friends and peers, relationships with

would tell a different story of belonging in their city than

caring adults and relationships with the people they

a young person living in a more densely populated city

encounter in their communities like their school or

like Montréal.

city. Much of what we heard from youth in the Change
Summits resonates with these types of relationships.

We also heard from young people that youth with
different identities face unique challenges related to their

Another theme that emerged across all Change Summits

sense of belonging and well-being. While their needs

was that belonging for children and youth was connected

related to belonging are similar, young people with

to how much agency and influence they had in the world

2SLGBTQ+ identities, racialized identities and disabilities

around them. Youth participants told us in different

face unique barriers and obstacles in how they belong.

ways that when they had opportunities to engage in

These contexts affect belonging.

community activities, provide meaningful input, and felt
that they were listened to by adults, they felt a stronger
sense of belonging.

LEARNING

2

Design can create solutions to complex challenges
The Youth-Centred Design process guided participants

participate in the entire process in partnership with

through a series of activities that helped young people

adults. Intentionally spending time creating a safe space,

work in partnership with adults, and develop solutions

and building trust between the youth and adults in the

to complex challenges, in just two days!

room, allowed participants to work together in a way that
doesn’t always happen. Pieces of the design process,

Approaching a large and complex challenge like

like “starting solo” by writing your ideas down, before

improving young people’s sense of belonging can seem

sharing as a group, enabled all participants to contribute

daunting. The Youth-Centred Design process helped us

equally to the process of developing solutions. It created

bridge the gap between navigating this large, complex

a space where all personality types and comfort levels

challenge, and developing tangible solutions to solve

were able to share their ideas.

for this challenge. The Youth-Centred Design approach
centred the voices of young people in the process, and

Design is also a process that favours action. It can

to guide all participants to develop meaningful solutions.

guide people from thinking about an idea, to creating
something that can be put into action. Over just two

The Youth-Centred Design process also created an

days, participants developed numerous solutions to

equitable playing field for young people to fully

improve the lives of young people in their communities!
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“Even though we may differ in age and
culture and backgrounds, we all have the
same ideas of what belonging looks like.”
							
– YOUTH PARTICIPANT, WHITEHORSE
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LEARNING

3

Youth want to be included
The Change Summits have shown us that young people

changes they wanted to act on in their own lives, to

actively engage with the world and want opportunities

the bigger dreams they have for helping people in

to make meaningful impact.

their communities, country and around the world. This
learning also pushes us to think about ways to create

Young people at every Change Summit expressed

better systems that provide young people with relevant

a desire to make change in the world around them.

skills and abilities, and removing the barriers that

The world is changing in front of their eyes with issues

prevent young people from participating and leading in

like the global climate crisis, education systems and

meaningful ways. The Change Summits have shown us

challenges related to inclusion and belonging. As young

that when we engage with young people in meaningful

people shared their challenges related to belonging, they

ways that builds their capacity and supports them to

highlighted how the issues of the world around them

participate in real decision-making, we can get to

affect their lives in real and tangible ways, and their

creative and impactful solutions.

desire to be involved in change.
Young people are actively engaging and thinking deeply
about the world. We heard about the interpersonal

LEARNING

4

Young people have a unique role to play
The Change Summits reminded us how creative

how participants related with each other as they went

young people can be, and how much adults have

through the design process. We noticed adults paying

to learn from them.

attention to what youth participants were saying and
we saw participants develop really big ideas together.

Young people are experts in their own lives. When we think

As we presented these ideas to showcase visitors who

about getting to innovative solutions to complex problems,

were adults, we heard comments that reflected surprise

we need fresh and creative ways of thinking—youth can

that young people and adults were able to come to these

teach us how to get there. We noticed throughout the

solutions together in a short amount of time.

Summits that young people are really good at coming
up with all kinds of ideas. Young people are poised for

The Change Summits have shown us that when we’re

creativity in ways that many adults have forgotten.

intentional about bringing together youth and adults
together, these partnerships work.

During the Change Summit in Calgary, we had an equal
number of youth participants to adult participants. Part
of what made this amazing was that we were able to see
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Recommendations
The recommendations in this following section come from the
experiences of the Change Summit team and partners. These practices
aren’t meant to be prescriptive, but we hope that they can build onto
what you already know and spark new ideas as you engage young
people in your work.

1

Prioritize creating a safe space
Intentionally building in time to create a safe space, by having fun and
building trust among participants allows them to feel comfortable sharing
their personal stories and challenges, and created a space for them to work
together in partnership and collaboration. By building trust into our process,
we were able to bring participants together in a way that allowed them to try
new ideas and be themselves.

2

Bring young people and adults together
Tackling complex challenges means that no single person can solve an issue
on their own. When we begin and end the process with collaboration, we
can achieve and accomplish so much more. The Change Summits showed
us the power of young people and adult allies working together. The
unique perspectives each of these groups brought to the process lead to
tangible prototypes to improve belonging. Youth in events with higher adult
participation expressed a greater sense of being heard and valued. Both youth
and adult participants expressed that working together is extremely valuable.

3

Value youth contribution seriously
Adults should not design solutions for youth without including them in
the process. Youth have great insights and ideas and they should be taken
seriously. This means meeting them where they’re at, actively listening to their
ideas and feedback, and valuing their time. Accommodating youth schedules
and providing honoraria are great tools to make youth feel valued.
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4

Make recruitment and outreach intentional
From the Summits, we know that it is important to have diversity in the room
to create a better experience for everyone. We tried our best to invite people
from different backgrounds and identities, it was difficult but important. We
recommend being intentional about who can access these types of work
and spaces to include those furthest from opportunity. This might mean going
the extra mile to arrange transportation, choosing an accessible location,
or collaborating with organizations to recruit youth who face barriers.

5

Trust the Youth-Centred Design process
The process of Youth-Centred Design has helped us centre the Change Summit
on the needs of the young people in the room. The Youth-Centred Design
process can often feel uncertain. Summit after Summit, we have learned
that uncertainty is part of the process and that the process always leads us,
participants and facilitators, to incredible results.

6

Be flexible
In order to meet the needs of participants, it was important for facilitators to
that we needed to adapt to be flexible. This meant some activities running
longer than planned, facilitating an unplanned icebreaker to regain energy,
adapting activities, instructions, and language. With each Summit, we also
learned how to improve the Summit and re-iterate as we progressed. By
having the strong frame of our objectives and our purpose, we had goals
to refer back even when we needed to be flexible.

UNICEF One Youth Change Summit 2019
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Conclusion
The Change Summits have affirmed that young people are excited
and committed to creating positive change in their lives, and the lives
of others. The young people and adult allies we engaged with at the
Summits have inspired us to continue sharing the Youth-Centred Design
process, and to advocate for the meaningful involvement of young
people in their communities, and the world.
The Change Summits have also affirmed what we already know about belonging and the
well-being of young people—that it’s complex. There is still progress to be made to improve
the lives of children and youth, and that can be accomplished in a multitude of ways.
Thinking about next steps, we offer the following questions
as we continue to do this work with young people:
How might you or your organization support the prototyping
teams to further develop their prototypes?
How might you or your organization use the YCD process
to include children and youth in your work?

We hope you feel inspired to start, or
continue engaging young people in
creating solutions, and decision-making.
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“The youth are the future and
we can change things.”
– YOUTH PARTICIPANT, MONCTON
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Thank you and
Final Acknowledgements
The Change Summits happened because of the work of many.
We want to offer our gratitude to the many people, partners and
Nations that have shaped the Summits.
We offer our gratitude to the lands on which we gathered and offer
our gratitude to the Nations and Peoples that continue to steward
the lands of Turtle Island. We offer gratitude as a hope to continue
to work in solidarity.
The traditional, unceded territory of the Wolastoqiyik
(Maliseet) and Mi’kmaq Peoples.
The Nations and Peoples of the Yukon.
The Kanien’kehá:ka Nation, Tiohtiá:ke/Montréal.
The Nations and Peoples of the Algonquin.
The Blackfoot, Stoney Nakota, Tsuu’tina, Piikani, Cree,
Dene, Inuit and Métis peoples, as identified in Treaty 7,
and Métis Region 3 territory.
We give our gratitude to our partners at the YMCA of
Greater Moncton, the Boys & Girls Club of Yukon,
Dawson Boys & Girls Club, the YMCA-YWCA National
Capital Region and the Boys and Girls Club of Calgary
for working alongside us to organize the Change Summits.
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Lastly, we give our gratitude to all the young people and adults that put
in the time and effort to share this experience with us.
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Richard (WHS)
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